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ON INCENTIVES COMPATIBILITY AND CONSTRAlNED 
OPTIMALITY OF INCOMPLETE 

MARKET EQUILIBRIA* 

ATSUSHI KAJII 

I. Introduction 

Competitive equilibria in models of sequential trade under uncertainty will not typically 

be Pareto optimal when markets are incomplete due to insufficient asset structure. This 

is not very surprising since the test of Pareto optimality allows an imaginary planner to re-

allocate goods for which there is no market. A more interesting question is to ask if there is 

a room for Pareto improvement when the planner is allowed to intervene only in the in-

complete asset markets, Ieaving complete spot market prices free to adjust. Surprisingly, 

even when the planner's ability is constrained in this way, Stiglitz (1982) observed that Pareto 

improvement is still possible with some non-generic exceptions. Later, Geanakoplos 
Polemarchakis (1986) formalized Stiglitz' idea and showed that, generically in preferences 

and endowments, every rational expectation equilibrium can be Pareto improved upon by 
interventions confined to the asset markets. 

In this paper, I restrict the planner's ability even further to see if competitive equilibria 

are optimal or efficient in some weaker sense. I assume that the planner cannot directly 

observe the characteristics of consumers, so the intervention must be self-selecting; that 

is to say, I require the intervention to be anonymous, or incentive compatible as the real-

location of asset must be acceptable for each consumer, which will be an additional con-

straint for the planner. 

More precisely, there are a continuum of consumers divided into finitely many types 

in the model. The planner knows the statistical information of these types, but he cannot 

observe the types directly. The consumers trade assets in the beginning of the first period, 

and then the planner intervenes by showing a list of asset portfolios, which I will call a pro-

posal, from which each consumer chooses a portfolio freely. That is, the allocation of 

assets will be incentive compatible, or perhaps more correctly, anonymous. In the next 

period, the state of economy is resolved and spot markets for consumption goods open, 
where a consumer can spend the return of his final portfolio, i.e., the portfolio acquired in 

the initial trading plus the portfolio selected from the planner's list. 

* I thank the organizers of the conference "Resource Allocations and Capital Accumulation in Market 
Economies" at Hitotsubashi University. This paper is based on part of the paper circulated under the title 

"Anonymity and Optimality of Competitive Equilibria when Markets are Incomplete," CARESS working 
paper #91-25R, University of Pennsylvania. I am grateful to Andreu Mas-Colell for his comments and 
suggestions. I have also benefited form conversations with Yves Youn6s. 
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A proposal is called anonymous constrained feasible if the chosen portfolios sum up 

to zero. An equilibrium allocation is anonymous constrained optimal if there is no anonymous 

feasible proposal that leads to a Pareto superior allocation of consumption goods. This 

paper asks the question of whether one should expect an incomplete market equilibrium 

to be anonymous constrained optimal. 
It turns out that there are robust examples of economies whose equilibria are anon-

ymous constrained optimal and also there are robust examples of economies with no anon-

ymous constrained optimal equilibrium. So, constrained suboptimality is not a generic 

property of competitive equilibria if the extra constraint of anonymity is imposed. Al-

though the assumption of no learning of the planner is somewhat against the spirit of rational 

expectation, this paper suggests that the optimality issue of incomplete market equilibria 

is subtle if incentive problem is taken into account. 

The assumption of unobservable characteristics is compatible with the basic idea behind 

optimal taxation theory, or second-best theory.1 One can interpret the planner in the model 

of this paper as a government which can intervene in asset markets by using a general non-

linear tax schedule. So, an interpretation of the result in this context is that the incomplete 

competitive market sometimes outperforms the government. 

Of course, one can consider different anonymity constratints by changing the way 
consumers anticipate the intervention and the timing of the intervention. I refer reader 

to Kajii (1991) and Youn6s (1992) which study some of the possibilities. 

The plan of this paper is as follows. The model is in section 2. The concept of anon-

ymous constrained optimality is discussed in section 3 and section 4 contains examples. 

II. The Model 

I will consider a two-period sequential exchange economy. There are two periods, 

O and 1. The state of economy is resolved in the beginning of period l. There are L goods 

and S states, L,S<oo. There is no production. 
Every consumer has a consumption set X=H~~s. Consumption takes place in period 

1 only and therefore the state of economy is resolved before consumption takes place. 

There are a continuum of consumers but there are T types of them, I < T< co. Each type 
t, t=1,...,T, of concumers is characterized by its utility function ut :X-~lR and initial endow-

ments Q,tel:~Ls. Abusing notation, the set of types is denoted by T. The utility of con-

sumption plan xeJRLS is ut(x). 

For simplicity, each type of consumers is assumed to have the same population. I 

interpret this economy as an economy with a continuum of consumers and finitely many 

ty pes. 

I am interested in allocations with equal treatment property; that is, allocations in 

which the same type of consumers receive the same consumption. So, I will identify, for 

example, a consumption plan of a consumer of type t with the common consumption plan 

which all the type t consumers have. The common consumption bundle of type t con-

* The relation of anonymous allocations and optimal taxation in general equilibrium context has been 
studied by, among others, Hanunond (1979), Guesnerie (1981), and Dierker-Haller (1990). 
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sumers is denoted by xt eX, and the allocation of goods is denoted by x=(xl" "'xt," ',xT) eXT 

An allocation x is said to be feasible if ~ ~ l(xt -a't)=0. 

In period O, J real assets are traded. Asset j, j=1,...,J, yields a commodity bundle 

r~eJRL in state s. Let R' be the L x J matrix whose jth column is r*. The return (vector) 

of a portfolio y=(yl""'yj,...,yJ)'eJRJ in the state s is given by R'y=~jr~yjeE~~L. Again. 

I am interested in asset allocations with equal treatment property. I denote the common 
portfo]io of type t consumers by a vector yt=(ytl""'ytj,"',ytJ)'eEIRJ, and the asset alloca-

tion by y=(yl""'yt,"',yT)'eI~JT 

Let P=If~~s and Q=1RJ. A generic element of P and Q are denoted byp=(pl,,..,pS) 

and q=(ql'q2," ',qJ), respectively. 

Definition 1. An allocation (x,y)=(xt,yt)tT=1eXT x H~JT is an equilibrium allocation if there 

exist spot market prices peP, and asset market prices qe Q, such that 

(a) for every t, (xt,yt) maximizes ut(xt) 

subject to p'(x~ - (~J~) ~p'R*yt for all s and qyt ~ o ; 

(b) ~tT-1(xt-(~'t)=0 and ~tT-1yt=0. 

It is often convenient to use the indhect utility function instead of the direct utility func-

tion ut. For any (p,q)ePx Q and yeJRJ, define vt(p,y) by the rule: 

vt(p, y)=Max{ut(x) : p'(x' -Q,~) ~p*R'y for all s} 

In words, vt(p,y) is the maximum utility level of type t consumer that can be obtained through 

spot market trade given prices p if he has a portfolio y in the beginning of the second period. 

Note that if (x,y,p,q) is an equilibrium, then for each t, yt maximuzes vt(p,y) in y subject 

to qy=0. So, if vt is differentiable, assuming interior solution, (a/ay)vt is proportional 

to q in equilibrium for all t. 

III. Anonymous Constrained Optimality 

As I said in section l, I assume that the planner cannot observe the type of consumers 

and he cannot intervene in the spot markets in period l, although he has the statistical in-

formation on consumers' types. The planner can intervene in the period O asset markets 

with a proposal z, which is a function t-zt from T to H:~J (or, z can be seen as an element 

of IRJT), and each consumer is free to announce his type. If a consumer reports his type 

to be t, he receives an asset portfolio zt. I sha]1 focus on direct revelation proposals in 

which each consumer chooses to announce their true types.2 

Imagine a situation 'where the planner can intervene in the asset markets with some 

proposal after asset trade is completed among the consumers and before spot market trans-

actions take place. There is a possibility that the planner can obtain some information 

about the consumers' types by observing the asset transactions and the market clearing asset 

prices. Anticipating such planners' Iearning scheme, some types of consumers may be 

s This is standard since there are a continuum of consumers. See Hammond (1979), Dasgupta-Ham-
mond-Maskin (1979), Champsaur-Laroque (1981), and Dubey-Mas-Colell-Shubik (1980). 
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better off by pretending other types. That is, some sort of strategic "pooling" equilibria 

is possible, as is often the case in contract theory. But in this paper, I will simply do away 

with this complexity by assuming that the planner cannot observe the transactions nor prices 

and that the consumers do not anticipate the planner's intervention at all. These assump-

tions are by no means "realistic," but the exercise is still delicate and I firmly believe that 

it is very instructive to understand a subtle nature of incentive problem in sequential trade 

models with incomplete markets. 
If the intervention is not anticipated, then the type t consumer with rational expectation 

will choose an equilibrium portfolio yt in period O asset markets corresponding to the given 

equilibrium price expectations p and allocation xt. Having observed asset transactions, 

the planner may find a room for Pareto improvement and wish to intervene in the asset 

markets using a proposal. 

When consumers report their types, they expect some prices for period I markets to 

decide which portfolio is the best. If the consumers continue to expect the original p to 

prevail, then it is clear that no proposal z can Pareto improve upon x even if types are ob-

servable. Indeed, by definition, each type t consumer's indirect utility vt(p,y) is maximized 

at y=yt subject to q･y~O, hence q･zt >0 must hold for all t if z induces a Pareto improve-
ment. But this is impossible since ~ tZt=0.3 

Although I assume that the intervention is not anticipated when assets are traded in 

the markets, it does not follow that the consumers should continue to believe that the in-

itially expected prices at the time when consumers are asked to report their types. Indeed, 

since at this point consumers understand the planner intends to implement some outcomes 

which may be different from competitive market equilibria, it is rather inconsistent to 

assume that the consumers ignores the possibility of some aggregate effect in the end. There-

fore, I will require consumers' expectations to be updated at the moment the planner lays 

out the proposal, in such a way that the new price expectations are self-fulfilling, i.e., if all 

the consumers truthfully report their types, then the expected prices will be the market 

clearing prices in every state. Under this assumption, the planner may find a room for 

Pareto improvement through the change of price expectations unlike in the previous case 

of no expectation adjustment. 

Formally, the concept of anonymous proposals the planner can use is defined as fol-

lows : 

Definition 2. Let y=(yt) be a given asset allocation. A proposal zt is anonymous with 

respect to y provided there exists a price system peP such that 

(a) for all t and k in T, 

vt(p, zt) :~ vt(p, zk), 

(b) there exist x*=(x~) such that ~ t x~=~ t (vt, and for all t, x=x~ maximizes ut(x) subject 

to p'x' ~p*[o,~+R*(yt +zt)] for all s given p, y, z; that is, p are equilibrium prices for spot 

markets where type t consumers are endowed with (L,~+R*(yt +xt) in state s, 

(c) ~t~Tzt=0. 
The prices p above will be called price expectations associated with anonymous proposal z. 

3 This is slightly different from Grossman (1977)'s Social Nash Optimality where it is assumed consumers 

continue to choose xt when the asset markets are intervened. 
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(a) is the anonymity, or incentive compatibility constraint, given price expectations 

p. Note that it is assumed that price expectations do not change as a consumer deviates 

by not reporting his true type since there is a continuum of consumers. (b) means that 
price expectations are updated in a self-fulfilling way and (c) is the feasibility. Note that 

the original portfolio allocation yt need not be an equilibrium allocation for the definition 

to make sense. 

D~finition 3. An allocation (X,~) is anonymous constrained optimal if there is no anonymous 

proposal z with respect to j; associated with price expectations peEP such that vt(p,yt +zt)> 

ut(Xt) for all teT. (X,f) is anonymous constrained local optima/ provided there is an e >0 

such that there is no anonymous proposal z with respect to y associated with price expecta-

tions peP such that vt(p,~t + zt) > u,(X,) for all te T and llzl I < e. 

Should one expect a competitive equilibrium to be anonymous constrained efficient? 

Proposition. There are robust examples of economies in which there is no anonymous 
constrained optimal competitive equilibrium. Also, there are robust examples of eco-
nomies in which every equilibirum is anonymous constrained local optimal. 

Proof is by constructing examples. I will give some robust examples of economies with 

two types of consumers that exhibit the properties asserted above in the next section. I 

will spend the rest of this section to illustrate why it is possible to construct such examples 

since it is certainly more important for the reader to get some intuition behind the examples. 

Consider an economy where there are two types of consumers of equal population. 
Suppose the planner intends to transfer an asset portfolio z from type 2 consumers to type 

1 consumers. Let Wt(z,p(z)) be the utility of type t consumers, t=1,2, where p(z) is the 

resulting commodity price vector after the transfer z is made. If both types of consumers 

reveal their types, then each type I consumer receives z and each type 2 consumer receives 

-z. Suppose the economy is in equilibrium before the transfer takes place; that is, the 

vectors of marginal utilities D. Wt(O,p(O)), t=1,2, are proportional to some vector q. 

A small transfer z is anonymous, or incentive compatible, if Fl(z) E W1(z,p(z))-

Wl(~z,p(z)):~O and F2(z)EW2(-z,p(z))-W2(z,p(z))~:O. Note that p(z) is unaffected 
since each individual consumer is negligible in size. Up to first order, Fl(z)c~F1(O) + 

DFl(O)･z=2D.Wl(O,p(O))･z, hence type I consumer would not accept z if q,z<0. Note 
that the terms containing the derivative with respect to p, DpW, cancel out. Similarly, 

if q･z>0, type 2 consumers would not accept -z. Therefore, if transfer z is anonymous, 

then it must be the case that q･z=0. Hence the second derivative of Ft matters. -, . 
If D2F1(O) is negative definite, then the equilibrium is anonymous constrained local 

optimal. Indeed, for all small z such that q･z=0, I have F1(z)~:F1(O)+DFl(O)･z.+ 
(1/2)z'D2Fl(O)z<0, so there is no way to make a transfer z without giving type I consumers 

an incentive to lie. On the other hand, if D2Fl(O) is positive definite, then any small z such 

that q'z=0 will satisfy the anonymity constraint. That is, anonymity has no bit, Iocally. 

So, if this is the case, I will be able to conclude that the allocation in question is not anon-

ymous constrained optimal since the result by Geanakoplos-Polemarchaki_s il~lpli~s that 

there is an arbitrary small reallocation that leads to a Pareto improvement. 

4 Here, z is regarded as a point in IRJT. 
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I will elaborate on the last part of the argument below. But before doing it, I want 

to argue D2Fl could be negative definite and so the argument is not vacuous. A simple 

calculation shows that D2F1=4(a2/azap)Wl'Dp at equilibrium. In principle, there is no 
restriction on the cross second derivative of the indirect utility function (a2/azap)WI and the 

derivative Dp, thus it is not surprising that there are economies where D2Fl is negative de-

finite. Such economies will be robust since the negative definiteness of D2Fl is a robust 

pro perty. 

Now I come back to the point I Ieft. Let me first recall the relevant part of the Ge-

anakoplos-Polemarchakis result. Let (x,y;p,q) be an equilibrium. A proposal zt is said 

to be strongly SGP constrainedfeasib!e if the conditions (b) and (c) of Definition I are sat-

isfied and that qzt =0 for all t. Then the equilibrium (x,y;p,q) is called weak SGP con-
strained local optimal if there is no arbitrary small strongly SGP constrained feasible proposal 

z that makes every consumer better off as in Definition 3.5 

Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis (1986) show that generically in utility functions and 

endowments, every equilibrium is not SGP weak constrained local optimal under some 
regularity conditions and restrictions on the number of consumers relative to the number 

of commodities. Notably, it is assumed that the number of consumers is less than the 

number of (contingent) commodities.6 

Notice that in the illustration a reallocation of assets must respect the original asset 

market budget constraint if it is anonymous. This is in fact a general and instructive pro-

perty to see the relation between the Geanakoplos-Polemarchakis result and the anonymous 

constrained optimality. 

Lemma. Let (X,y,p,q) be an equilibrium. Assume the indirect utility function vt(p,y) is 

continuously differentiable at (p,~t) for each t. Suppose zr, teET, n=1,..., is a sequence of 

anonymous proposals such that zr-O as n- co for all teT. Then for each t there exists 
an accumulation point 2t of the sequence zr/llzrll such that ~~t=0 for all t. 

proof 
I can choose a subsequence of zt for every t such that ~ tzr=0 for all n and zf/llzr[l 

converges. Let ~t be the limit of the subsequence of z~lllz~ll･ I claim q2t =0 for all t. Sup-
pose not. Then q2t<0 for some t and q2k>0 for some k since ~tzt=0. Let Ftk(zt,zk)= 
vt(p,~t +zt) - vt(p,yt +zh). Since ~ is an equilibrium asset allocation, marginal utilities 

a
 

a
 Ftk(0,0)=~tq and Fth(0,0) = from assets must be equated to the prices ; that is 

' azt azk 

eh~ for some ~t, ~k >0. Since as n goes to infinity zr gets arbitrary close to llzrll･2t and z~ gets 

arbitrary close to llz~ll･zh. Hence Fth(zr,z~) becomes arbitrary close to ~tq([Izril･zt)-

~hq(l[z~11･2~), which is always negative since ~~t <0 and q2k>0. Therefore, for any p close 
to p, vt(p,~t+zr) - vt(p,Jt +z~)<0 if n is large enough. But this is a contradiction because 

type t consumers will be better off by choosing z~･ [] 
In the light of Lemma, I have : 

5 "Strong" and "weak" are my creation. 
6 Geanakoplos-Magill-Quinzii-Dr6ze (1990) deal with the case with production and they perturb produc-

tion set and leave utility functions intact. See also Kajii (1992). 
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Corollary. If an equilibrium is weak SGP constrained local optimal, then it is anonymous 

constrained local bptimal. 

The concept of weak SGP constrained optimality has not been appreciated in the lit-

erature since it has not been clear whether the weak SGP optimality is an interesting eco-

nomic property at all. Indeed, the requirement that the net transfer must respect the 
original equilibrium asset prices is hardly natural in the context of the central planner's 

intervention in asset markets. It cannot be interpreted that the planner achieves the re-

allocation through open matket operation, since there is no reason to expect the original 

prices q to clear the markets when the operation takes place. The result above, however, 

seems to indicate that the weak SGP optimality is worth further investigation. In partic-

ular, it is interesting to study if it is possible to construct robust class of economies with 

a large but finite number of consumers that have weak constrained optimal equilibria.7 

IV. Examples 

I shall provide some examples of an economy with two types of consumers. In every 

example there is a unique equilibrium in which asset allocation is zero, i,e., no asset trade 

is made in equilibrium. . Example I shows that there is an economy with two assets whose equilibrium is not 

anonymous constrained optimal. In example 2 1 will see on the contrary that there is an 

economy with an equilibrium which is not weak SGP constrained optimal but anonymous 
constrained local optimal. Examples 3 and 4 deal with economies with three assets. Ex-

ample 3 domenstrates that there is an equilibrium that is not anonymous constrained optimal 

whereas I shall show in Example 4 that there is an equilibrium which is not weak SGP con-

strained optimal but anonymous constrained local optimal. 

In every example, there are four states and two goods in each state. The price of the 

frst good is normalized to be one. Assets pay only in the first good, so they are real nu-

m6raire assets. Preferences of both consumers are homothetic in each state, and they are 

represented by utility functions of the form : 

ut(x;, x;, x;, xt)=~!=1 It~[a~ log (x~)+(1 L a~) Iog (x~)], t=1, 2, a~e(O, l), Ir~>0. 

The corresponding indirect utility functions are: 

34 1 2 3 vt(pl, p2, p ,p ; mt' mt' mt' m~)= 4=1 IT~v~(p', m~) ~
 

- ~=1lr~[log (m~)+(1-a~) Iog (p')], ~
 

t=1, 2. 

Initial endowments of type t consumers in state s is denoted by : 

sl *2 (v~=(c,t ' (~'t )eJR~+' 

7 Mas-Colell (1987) shows if there is a continuum of consurners, such economies can be constructed. 
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Let me do some primary calculations. Let p'(z) be the equilibrium spot pric~ of good 

2 when consumer I receives z units of good I from consumer 2 in state s. Because of the 

separability of utility function transfer of goods in state s does not affect equilibrium spot 

'prices in the other states. It is straightforward to compute p'(z), which turns out to be: 

p*(z)= p$ + r z 

where p' = [( I - a~)aJ~l + ( I - a~)]l(a~a'~2 + a~e'~2), 

f = (a~ - a~)/(a~a'~2 + a~a'~2). 

Example 1. [TWO assets, an equilibrium is not anonymous constrained optimal] 

(al, a{, aj, (r~) =(1/3, 2/ 3, 1/3, 2/3) 

(a2' a~ a~, a~)=(2/3, 1/3, 2/3, 1/3) 

((,,1, a'j, a'j, a'j)=((1, 2), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 1)) 

((v; (~';, (,,i (~'~)=((2, l), (2, 1), (1, 2), (1, 2)) 

Asset structure is given by (with abuse of notation) : 

rl=(1, 1, 1, l) 

r2=(O, 2, O, 2) ; 

that is, asset I pays one unit of good one in every state, and asset 2 pays 2 units of good l 

in state 2 and 4, nothing otherwise. 

Equilibrium prices corresponding transfer z are given by : 

pl(z) = I + 4z 

p2(z) = I - 5z 

p3(z) = I + 5z 

p4(z) = I - 4z 

Claim. If both ITI and lr2satisfy 

lrl _ Ir2 +1r3 - Ir4=0, t=1,2, 

then p* =1, s=1,...,4, q=(1,1), yl=y2 O constrtute an equilibrrum 

proof. From the computation above, p' =1 cl~ar spot markets. So, all I have to show 

is that J't =0 is utility maximizing given that p' =1 for all s and q=(1,1), which is equivalent 

to show that ~ ,1T~a~1'~tr' is proportional to (1,1) when evaluated at yt=0.8 Note that if 

p' =1 for all s and yt=0, both consumers receive three units of income in every state, so 
a~v~=1/m~=1/3. So, at yt=0, I have ~, Ir~a~v~tr~=(1/3)(1rl+1r2+,T3+1r4) and ~,1T~a~v~r~= 

(1/3)(2lr2+21F4) for each t. Therefore, if lrl_1:2+1r3-1r4=0, ~ .It~a~v~r' is proportional 

to (1,1). [] 

Fix irt such that lrl _1r2 +1r3-1r;, t=1,2, arbitrary. Then equilibrium asset prices are (1,1) 

and because of Lemma I focus on transfers of the form (a, -a),aelR; that is, type l 
consumers receive a units of:the num6raire in state I and 3, and - a units in state 2 and 4. 

The corresponding spot prices are, abusing notations, given by : pl(a)=1+4a, p2(a)= 

1+5a,p3(a)=1+5a,p4(a)=1+4a. ' 

8 Tlle first order condition for utility ma~imization is sufficient since this is a concave problem. 
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I ' can explicitly compute the level of utility Vt(a) of consumer t associated with the 

transfer (a, - a). 

Vl(a) =1rl[Iog (3 + 9a) - (2/3) Iog (1 + 4a)] + ITj[log (3 + 9a) - (1/3) Iog (1 + 5a)] 

+ It{[log (3 + 6a) - (2/3) Iog (1 + 5a)] +7Tl[log (3 + 3a) - (1/3) Iog (1 +4a)] 

Vz(a) =1t;[log (3 + 3a) - (1/3) Iog (1 + 4a)] + ir;[10g (3 + 6a) - (2/3) Iog (1 + 5a)] 

+ Ir~[log (3 + 9a) - (1/3) Iog (1 + 5a)] + IT;[log (3 + 9a) - (2/3) Iog (1 +4a)] 

The derivatives evaluated at a=0 are given by : 

Vf (O) = (1 /3)[It} + 42T; - 4lrj - Iri] =(5/3)[1T; - Irj] 

V~(O) =(1 /3)[ - Ir; - 4lr; + 4~; + Ir~] =(5/3)[It; - 2lr~]. 

Therefore, the equilibrium is not weak SGP constrained optimal whenever [1rj-1rj] and 

[1r~ - 7r~] have the same sigu, or equivalently, 

[1T~ - ITj] ･ [1rj - Ir2~ > O. 

Now I shall examine if the transfer is anonymous. Recall that each consumer believes 

that his report does not affect prices. Therefore, every consumer expects pl(a)=1+4a, 

p2(a)=1 + 5a, p3(a)=1 + 5a, p4(a)=1 +4a, regardless of his report. Income of consumers 

of type I is given by the following table: 

reveal its type tell a lie 

state 1 3 + 9a 3 + 7a state 2 3 + 9a 3 + 1 Ia state 3 3 + 6a 3 + 4a state 4 3 + 3a 3 + 5a 
Let Ft(a)=(utility of type t consumer if reveal its type)-(utility of type t consumer if tell 

a lie). Then (a,-a) is anonymous iff Ft(a)>0 for t=1,2. The explicit form of F1 is as 
follows. 

Fl(a) =1rl[log (3 + 9a) - Iog (3 + 7a)] + Itj[log (3 + 9a) - Iog (3 + I Ia)] 

+ 1lj[10g (3 + 6a) - Iog (3 + 4a)] + IT1[Iog (3 + 3a) - Iog (3 + 5a)]. 

Note that because of the separability of indirect utility function the price terms have been 

canceled out. F2 can be derived similarly: 

F2(a) =1?;[log (3 + 3a) - Iog (3 + 5a)] + Ir~[ Iog (3 + 6a) - Iog (3 + 4a)] 

+ 7r;[log (3 + 9a) - Iog (3 + I Ia)] + IT~[10g (3 + 9a) - Iog (3 + 7a)]. 

The first derivatives vabish at a=0. This is not coincidental since up to frst order incen-

tive constraints are degenerate at equilibrium as is seen in the previous sections. The 

second derivatives evaluated at equilibrium is given by: 

Fi'(O) =(1/9)[ - 32lr} + 40lt2 - 201T{ + 1 61F4] =(4/9)[ - 4lrl + 6lr2 - Ir3] 

F"(O) (1/9)[16,, 201T +40lr 32lr I (4/9)[-1T~+6lr{ -4lr~]. 
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t'-"'t+7r -ic~=0 to obtain the final expression. Therefore, if where I used the relation ITI -2 

both F"(O) and F"(O) are posltrve or equrvalently [ 4lr + 61T -1rj] >0 and [-7r~+6lr2-
47r~] > O: then both2 F1 (a) and F2(a) are positive for sufficiently small a. In conclusion, if 

Itl and IT2 satisfy [-41Tl+6lt;-1Tji>0 and [-7r~+6lr~-41T~]>0 as well as [~j-Itj] ･[1rj-1r;]> 

O and ITl_1r2+1r3-7t4~0, then the equilibrium is not anonymous constrained optimal. For 

instance, Irl=(1/4,1/3,1/4,1/6) and lr2=(1/6,1/4,1/3,1/4) meet this requirement. This com-

pletes Example' I . : 
Now I shall show that Example i is robust against perturbations of utility functions 

and endowments. In fact, I shall argue for a general case since the same technique can 

be used in the subsequent examples. Fix an eocnomy (at,Z~t) arbitrary. Let (xt,Jt,p,q) 

be an equilibrium and consider the following functions Fth, t,ke T, t~ k: 

Ftk(zt, zk) = ~ , v~(p', p'a'~ + r'( ~t + zt)) - ~ , v~ (p', p'a'~ + r'( yt + zh)), 

where p" is a spot market clearing price system in state s when consumers of type t receives 

a portfolio y't +zt such that ~ tzt =0. Suppose the equilibrium is generically (strongly) 

regular,9 i.e., p' is a smooth function of (zl""'zT_1)el~J(T~1), Iocally. For instance, the 

Ftk(0,0)= equilibrium in Example I is regular. Then by direct calculation one gets 
azt 

a
 - Ftk(0,0)=~,a~v~(p,p(!J~+r'~)r'=~tq, for some ~t>0. What I have shown is that 

a zk 

a
z
 Ftk(0.0) is positive definite on the set {z:[~,a~v~(p~,pco~+r'y)r']z=0} . Since F and 

aztazh 
a
2
 Ftk(0,0) is still positrve v are continuous functions of utility functions and endowments 

' aztazk 

definite on the set {z:[~,a~v~t(p,pco~+r'~)r']z=0} for any economy (ut,("t) close enough to 

(at,a)t)' 

Example 2. [TWO assets, an equilibrium is not weak SGP constrained optimal but anon-

ymous constrained local optimal] 
I shall consider the same setting as Example 1, and I will examine the situation Ff'(O) < 

O. That is, I shall consider the case where lrl and lr2 satisfy [-41T1+6lr2-1T3] <0, [1r2-1r3] . 

[1r~-7T~]>0 and ITl_It2+1r3-1r4=0 for both t. For instance, take lrl=(1/4,1/6,1/4,1/3) 

and lrB=(1/3,1/4,1/6,1/4). Suppose the planner wants to use a transfer of assets of the 

form (a, -a). But then Fl(a)=Fl(O) +Fi(O)a+1;'i'(O)a2/2+0(a2)=Ff'(O)a2/2+0(a2)<0 if a is 

small, which implies any small a will give consumers of type I an incentive to lie. On the 

other hand, I know from Lemma in the last section that if an asset reallocation does not 

satisfy the original budget constraint, then some consumers have incentive to lie. 

To sum up, there is no small reallocation of assets that makes both type of consumers 

better off and that induces truth-telling. Interestingly, for lrl=(1/4,1/6,1/4,1/3) and lr2= 

(1/3,1/4,1/6,1/4), both types of consumers have an incentive to lie for any small transfer. 

One might argue that the two asset case is special because of the fact the projection 

D See Geanakoplos-Polemarchakis (1986) for a more precise definition. 
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of vectors of marginal utilities from assets on the budget line are degenerate as I explained 

in the last section. So, I shall supply examples of the three asset case. 

Example 3. [Three assets, an equilibrium is not anonymous constrained optimal] 

I shall consider the economy with the same a and (t' as Example 1. There are three 

assets. The returns of assets are given by : 

rl=(1,1,1,1), 

r2=(0,2,0,0), 

r3 =(0,0,0,2). 

lr is given by: 

'rl =(5/ 1 2, I /3 , I /4, I /3) 

lr2=(1/6,1/4,1/3,1/4). 

It is easy to check that p'=1, s=1,...,4, q=(1,1/2,1/2), yl=y2=0 is an equilibrium. See 

Example I . 

Now consider a transfer of the form (a, -a, -a). Note that this transfer satisfies the 

budget constraint for assets. Since one unit of asset 2 and one unit of asset 3 yield (0,2,0,2) 

which is identical with the return of the asset 2 in Example 1, the return of a transfer 

(a, -a, -a) coincides with that of the transfer (a, -a) considered in Example 1. Therefore, 

this transfer generates exactly the same utility allocation as in Example 1. I have shown 

that the transfer (a, - a) in Example I improves upon both consumers welfare anonymously 

if a is small enough and if [-4lr}+6ltj-1r31]>0, [=~~+6~3-41T;]>0, [1r2-1Tj]･[1r3-1T;]>0 
hold, so does (a,-a, -a) in this case if a is small. This implies that the equilibrium is nei-

ther anonumous constrained optimal nor weak SGP constrained optimal. 

Example 4. [Three assets, an equilibrium is not weak SGP constrained optimal but anon-

ymous constrained local optimal] 

I shall consider the following economy with three assets : 
(1rl,1r~,1rj,1rj) =(12,2,6,21) 

1234 (1T2'1r2,1T2'It2) =( 1 6,6,3, 1 8) 

(al,a~,aj,ai) = (1 /3, I /3, I /3 , I /3) 

((r;,a;,a;,a~)=(2/3,2/3,2/3,2/3) 

(a'l (~'2 Q,3 a'4)=((1 1),(1 1),(2 1),(2 1)) 

l' l' l' I ' ' '
 

'
 

1234 ((02'a'2'e'2'co2) =((1 , I ),( I , I ),(2, I ),( I ,2)) 

rl=(1,1,1,1) 

r2=(1,2,1,2) 

r3=(0,2,3.0) 

Equilibrium prices corresponding transfer z are given by : 

pl(z) = I + 3z 

p2(z) = I + 3z 

p3(z) = I + 4z 

p4(z) = I + 4z 

One can check p'=1 s=1 .. ,4, q=(1 3/2 1/2) (yl ~ y3)=(y;,y;,y~)=(0,0.0) constitute an 

equilibrium as in Example I So, I can concentrate on transfer of the form (a b -2a-3b) 

because of Lemma. I shall show that each type I consumer has an incentive to lie 
no matter how small a and b are. Then this implies that it is impossible to improve upon 

welfare of both consumers anonymously. 
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Income of cunsumers of type I is given by the following table : 

reveal its type tell a lie 
state 1 2 + 4(a + b)) 2 + 2(a + b) 
state 2 2 - 4(3a+4b) 2 - 2(3a+4b) 
state 3 3 - 9(5a + 8b) 3 - 7(5a + 8b) 
state 4 3 + 9(a + 2b) 3 + 7(a + 2b) 

Let F1(a)=(utility of type I consumer if reveal its type)-(utility of type I consumer is tell 

a lie). Then 

Fl(a,b) = 1 2[10g (2 + 4(a + b) - Iog (2 + 2(a + b))] 

+ 200g (2 - 4(3a + 4b)) - Iog(2 - 2(3a + 4b))] 

+ 6[log (3 - 9(5a + 8b)) - Iog (3 -9(5a+ 8b))] 

+ 21 [log (3 + 9(a + 2b)) - Iog (3 + 7(a+ 2b))]. 

By construction, the gradient of F1 vanishes if it is evaluated at (a,b)=(0,0). One can 
directly compute the second derivative of Fl at (0,0) : 

r2094 33321 
D2Fl(0.0)=-(1/3)L3332 5388J 

which is a negative definite matrix. Therefore, Fl(a,b) < O for all small (a,b). 
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